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CONCURRENT MATERIALS AND PROCESS SELECTION
IN CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

GOVERNMENT RIGHTS

The United States Government has rights in this invention pursuant to Contract Number

DE-AC04-94AL85000 between the United States Government and Sandia National

Laboratories.

PRIORITY5

This application claims benefit of Provisional Patent Application No. 60/149,458 filed

August 19, 1999.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to the manufacturing of products and is particularly

directed to the concurrent selection of materials and a materials joining process using a10

knowledge-based, constraint satisfaction approach.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

It is estimated that decisions made in the design phase determine as much as 70 or 80

percent of the cost of a manufactured product.  See Boothroyd et al., “Research

Program on the Selection of Materials and Processes for Component Parts,” The

International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology”, Vol. 6, pg. 98-1115

(1991).  Most often these decisions are made based on the designers’ familiarity with a

small set of materials and processes.  The product designer commonly selects a

material the designer is familiar with, and then some time later, the process designer

selects a process that the process designer is familiar with or that is available in-house. 

This restrictive sequential procedure of choosing a material first in isolation without10

consideration of the impact on the manufacturing process results in a far less than

optimal solution.  In addition, new materials and processing techniques emerge

constantly and even focused specialists have difficulty keeping current. 

There are numerous commercial tools available for material selection based solely on

performance requirements.  Unfortunately, these tools tend to be specialized for a single15

material group such as metals or polymers.  Many of these tools also do not have

reliable search mechanisms because much of the data is in text format (not numeric) or

the data is simply incomplete.  However, the Cambridge Material Selection System

(CMS) (Granta 1994) has a database that is complete and includes the material

categories: metals, ceramics, polymers, natural, and composites.  The CMS database20
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contains general, electrical, mechanical, and thermal data (thirty property values) on

every material in it.  Since no data is missing, a material will not be omitted for not

containing data on a property that is included in the criteria for a search. 

In conceptual design, the designer should be open to a wide variety of materials and

processes to explore alternatives while meeting the constraints imposed by5

performance requirements, production schedule, and deployment service conditions.

With this freedom, the designer is better able to address today’s demands of higher

performance, lower costs, and faster production rates.  There are several projects that

address materials and shaping process selection, such as described in Boothroyd et al

(above); Dargie et al, “MAPS-1: Computer-Aided Design System for Preliminary10

Material and Manufacturing Process Selection,” Transactions of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers, Vol. 104, pg. 126-136 (Jan. 1982); and Abel et al, “Materials,

Processing and the Environment in Engineering Design: The Issues”, Materials and

Design, Vol. 15, No. 4, pg 179-193 (1994).  There is currently no approach to the

manufacturing process which addresses the materials joining process.  The present15

invention addresses these limitations of the prior art by providing for material and

joining process selection using a knowledge-based, constraint satisfaction approach.

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to provide a computerized,

knowledge-based, constraint satisfaction approach in the selection of materials and20
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material joining process in the manufacturing of goods.

It is another object of the present invention to match the composition and the joining

process of components made from selected materials with various operating

environment parameters for improving the manufacturing process as well as the

manufactured product.5

Yet another object is to refine the manufacturing process by providing the product

designer with a computer-based selection capability for component materials taking

into consideration the intended operating or usage environment as well as providing the

process designer with material joining information in a computer data base in a form

which is easily used in a highly flexible manufacturing format.10

The present invention addresses the limitations of sequential, isolated materials and

joining process selection by providing an approach which affords the advantages of

thoroughness, repeatability, and improvability by using a knowledge-based approach

for complex problem solving in manufacturing.  The present invention solves a

simultaneous constraint satisfaction problem regarding the requirements for each piece15

part and the requirements for the joint and deployed service conditions.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The appended claims set forth those novel features which characterize the invention. 

However, the invention itself, as well as further objects and advantages thereof, will best be

understood by reference to the following detailed description of a preferred embodiment20
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taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, where like reference characters

identify like elements throughout the various figures, in which:

FIG. 1 is a simplified combined block and schematic diagram of a concurrent materials

and process selection system in accordance with one embodiment of the present

invention;5

FIG. 2 is a simplified flow chart illustrating the series of steps involved in carrying out a

concurrent materials and process selection in conceptual design method in accordance

with principles of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is an illustration of a Windows-type computer video display used in specifying the

bounds of designated material properties in selecting the composition of a material in10

accordance with one aspect of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is an illustration of a Windows-type computer video display of a materials hierarchy

arrangement for use in selecting the composition of a material in accordance with another

aspect of the present invention where aluminum 6061-T4 or 6061-T6 have been specified;

FIG. 5 is an illustration of a Windows-type computer video display of the constraints for the15

joint used in manufacturing a product as well as the deployed service conditions of the

product which may be specified by the user in accordance with another aspect of the

present invention; and

FIG. 6 is an illustration of a Windows-type computer video display of an example of the

material selection for each piece part and for selection of a joining process with a20
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numerical score and rank of the joining process with a numerical score and rank assigned

for various material composition scenarios in accordance with another aspect of the

present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTSThe basic

mechanism for the present invention is a three step procedure that specifies the5

requirements for a first piece part of a product, specifies the requirements for a second

piece part of the product, and specifies the requirements for joint and deployed service

conditions for the product.  

Referring to FIG. 1, there is shown a simplified combined schematic and block diagram of

a concurrent materials and process selection system 60 in accordance with the present10

invention.  The concurrent materials and process selection system 60 includes a computer

terminal 62 having a video display 64 and a means for entering inputs, or commands, such

as a keyboard which is not shown for simplicity.  Computer terminal 62 is connected to a

server 66 having a memory 66a for storing commands and data.  Loaded in the server’s

memory 66a are a materials and joining advisor 68, a materials database 70 and a joining15

knowledge-base 72.  The materials database 70 is a collection of information relating to a

range of properties and characteristics of various materials and substances and is

intended to include the entire known materials kingdom.  The joining knowledge-base 72 is

a collection of information relating to the joining properties and characteristics of various

materials to be joined as well as various joining materials.  The materials and joining20
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advisor 68 includes a series of performance and operating scenario criteria which may be

entered by a user via the computer terminal 62 for selecting the optimum combination of

materials and materials joining techniques in forming a product.
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In a preferred embodiment, a Java Applet “GUI” is downloaded to a web browser on the

user’s computer terminal 62 from the web server 66.  The user interacts with the graphical

user interface (GUI) by means of computer terminal 62 in specifying materials and

materials joining characteristics.  This information specified by the user is provided to the

materials and joining advisor 68 in the server 66 via the Java’s remote method invocation5

(RMI) network technology.  The materials and joining advisor 68 interacts with both the

materials database 70 and the joining knowledge-base 72 to provide a set of potential

materials and joining scenarios based on criteria selected by the user.  

In the disclosed embodiment of the invention, a materials database was purchased and

installed in the memory 66a of server 66.  A mechanism for accessing this database was10

developed using Java’s database connection for the purpose of accessing data.  Materials

and materials joining specialists were interviewed for the purpose of developing rules of

thumb and practices for selecting materials and joining processes.  This information from

the materials and the materials joining specialists was encoded in the form of if-then rules

in the joining knowledge-base 72.  The joining knowledge-base 72 was then installed in the15

server’s memory 66 and access mechanisms such as object-oriented method invocation

technology were developed for accessing the materials database 70 and joining

knowledge-base 72.  Software for the materials and joining advisor 68 was then developed

for interacting with the materials database 70 and the joining knowledge-base 72.  

Referring to FIG. 2, there is shown a simplified flow chart illustrating the series of steps20
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involved in carrying out a method in accordance with the concurrent materials and

process selection in conceptual design of the present invention.  At step 74, the satisfy

the requirements for part 1 entered at step 74.  The user also at step 84 inputs the

requirements for a second part (part 2), with the program then at step 86 retrieving from

the materials database 70 a listing of those materials which satisfy the requirements for5

part 2.  The program then at step 78 generates scenarios representing only feasible

combinations of the joining of the materials listed for parts 1 and 2 in steps 76 and 86. 

Scenarios generated at step 78 for joining parts 1 and 2 include such joining methods

as welding, brazing, soldering, adhesives, glaze bonding, diffusion bonding, mechanical

fastening, etc.  These joining approaches are selected intelligently, i.e., based upon the10

characteristics of the materials listed for parts 1 and 2, to provide only feasible joining

combinations.  At step 88, the user enters the selected joining requirements for joining

parts 1 and 2.  

At step 80, knowledge of the selected materials for parts 1 and 2 and for joining

processes based on information from the joining knowledge-base 72 are used to15

generate scenarios for various knowledge-based evaluations in accordance with the

materials specified for parts 1 and 2 and the specified joining requirements.  At step 82,

an order table of scenarios is displayed in a ranked manner, wherein each scenario is

comprised of a material for part 1, a material for part 2, and a joining operation in

accordance with the specified joining requirements.  A numerical score and explanatory20
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details of the evaluation of each scenario is provided on the computer terminal’s video

display for viewing by the user to facilitate selection of optimum materials and joining

process combination.    

The present invention is implemented as a three tier architecture using Java?

technology.  The client (Java applet) is downloaded from the web server 66 to a web5

browser on the computer terminal 62 of the user.  It communicates back to the server 66

(Java application) using Java’s RMI distributed object communication mechanism.  The

server, which encompasses the knowledge base, accesses the materials database

through Java’s database connectivity (JDBC) relational database access protocol. The

database is implemented in Sybase® structured query language (SQL) Anywhere. 10

However, the present invention is not limited to the use of JAVA™ technology, but could

be implemented using various well-known software protocols.  Adapting the JAVA

technology to the present invention is well within the skill of an experienced software

engineer or programmer.  The knowledge base was assembled by the cooperative

effort of a materials engineer and knowledge engineer.  Because these tasks are well15

within the capabilities of those skilled in the relevant arts, these aspects of the present

invention are not described in greater detail.  One advantage of the present invention is

saving time for the product designer and manufacturing process designer.

An example of a rule used in the present invention is if the considered scenario, i.e.,

material for part one, material for part two, and a joining process, contains adhesive20
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bonding and the purpose is structural or mechanical attachment, then adhesive bonding

is acceptable. But if the purpose is electrical attachment, then adhesive bonding is not

acceptable. Adhesive bonding would also not be acceptable for hermetic purposes. The

development of rules such as these is well within the ability of those skilled in the field of

materials science and experienced in materials joining techniques.     5

FIG. 3 is an illustration of a Windows-type computer video display 10 used in specifying

the functional requirements for the material of a piece part.  The specified requirements

are for “Piece Part 1” as indicated by the button 12 at the top of the display 10.  The user

selects a property and a histogram 14 is displayed with the range of values for that

property displayed on the x-axis, and the number of materials presented on the y-axis. 10

The user can either type in upper and lower bounds in the edit boxes 16 and 18 or slide

the arrow/edit boxes left or right to set the values. 

By selecting the "Properties" button at the top of the display 10, the user can select one

of four types of properties, i.e., general, thermal, electrical, or mechanical. Shown in Fig.

3 is the display of the “general” material properties which include atomic volume15

(average), density, energy content, price and recycle fraction. By selecting thermal,

electrical or mechanical, additional properties of a piece part may be selected.

Mechanical, thermal and electrical properties which can be selected in the described

embodiment of the invention are shown on Table 1.

20
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Mechanical CharacteristicsThermal Characteristics Electrical Characteristics

bulk modulus glass temperature breakdown potential 

compressive strength latent heat of fusion dielectric constant 

ductility maximum service temp. resistivity 

elastic limit 5 melting point power factor 

endurance limit minimum service temp.  

fracture toughnessspecific heat

hardness thermal conductivity 

loss coefficient thermal expansion 

modulus of rupture 10

Poisson's Ratio

shape factor 

shear modulus

tensile strength
TABLE 115

        Setting upper and lower bounds for properties results in a set of materials that fall  

with that range. The number of materials that fall within the specified range is displayed in a

sample number button 20 below histogram 14. This process of setting upper and lower

property values can be repeated for a number of properties, each time resulting in a new set

of materials for each bounded property.  Following the convention of CMS, the “SoFar”20

button 22 performs the intersection of these sets to determine if the user is in a reasonable

search dimension or if no materials satisfy the requirements and the user is 

specifying a material which is not available. This part of the invention, in and of itself,
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provides a useful method for material selection. 
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Once the user is satisfied with the specification of “Piece Part 1”, the procedure is

repeated for “Piece Part 2” using button 24.  Notice in FIG. 3 that the “Both Parts” check box

26 is checked for the Hardness property.  This is a convenience for the user so that the user

does not have to re-enter the property constraints twice if the property constraint pertains to

both piece parts. 5

An alternative scenario is that the material for “Piece Part 2” is known and the

material selection for “Piece part 1” is open.   To anchor “Piece Part 2” to a specific material,

the user clicks on the “Materials” button 28 at the top of the display 10 for “Piece Part 2”.  A

material hierarchy 32 is then displayed as shown in FIG. 4 which is an illustration of the video

display 30 used for selecting the composition of a material in accordance with another10

aspect of the present invention.  Using display 30, the user can manually browse the

hierarchy 32 or perform a search for a particular material by typing the material name in the

material field 37 and pressing the find material button 39. Once the material is located in the

hierarchy 32, the “Details” button 34 to the right of the material listed is selected to display a

wealth of information about the material including: composition, all the property values,15

suppliers, typical uses, etc.  A colored check mark 36 indicates that a material is selected for

consideration.  As shown in FIG. 4, both aluminum 6061-T4 and 6061-T6 are selected as

options for “Piece Part 2”. 

Once the requirements for “Piece Part 1” (hard, high resistance, cheap) and “Piece

Part 2” (Al-6061-T4 or Al-6061-T6) have been designated, the final constraint specifications20
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are for the joint and the deployed service conditions.  FIG. 5 is an illustration of a video

display 38 used for the entry of selected constraints for the joint used in joining components

as well as for selecting various service conditions for the product which may be specified by

the user in accordance with another aspect of the present invention.  Video display 38 allows

the user to select various constraints for the joint as well as deployed service conditions for5

the part such as purpose 40, service loading 42, service environment 44, service

temperature 46 and lifetime 48.   

In addition, the user can specify to match the Thermal Expansion Coefficient of the

two materials within a certain percent and/or to match the Thermal Expansion Coefficient

multiplied by the Bulk Modulus (a measure of stress) within a certain percent by entering a10

check at the appropriate location on the video display 38 as shown in FIG. 5.  In the

illustrated example, the Thermal Expansion Coefficient is matched within 15% and the

Thermal Expansion Coefficient multiplied by the Bulk Modulus is matched within 20% for

both parts.

With all the constraints now specified, the task of simultaneously satisfying the15

constraints is presented to the knowledge-based advisor.  The joining processes which can

be evaluated include welding, soldering, brazing, adhesives, glaze bonding, diffusion

bonding, and mechanical fastening.  Initially, much of the work done by the user is database

search for the purpose of retrieving materials that satisfy the constraints for each of the piece

parts.  When the database search is completed, all combinations of materials and joining20
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process scenarios are generated.
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The maximum number of joining scenarios equals:

x ? y ? z  where

x = size of set of materials satisfying constraints for piece part 1,

y = size of set of materials satisfying constraints for piece part 2, and

z = maximum number of joining process options (=7 in the described example).5

The combinations of materials and joining process scenarios are shown in FIG. 6

which is an illustration of a video display 50 containing examples of material selection for

each piece part and selection of a joining process with a numerical score and rank assigned

for various selection scenarios in accordance with another aspect of the present invention.

Not all possible combinations are generated.  The advisor has the intelligence not to10

propose scenarios that are totally infeasible.  It knows, for example, not to join a ceramic to a

polymer by welding.  The present invention attempts to satisfy the constraints imposed on the

joint (e.g., joint purpose) and the deployed service conditions. 

Each row 52 in the table shown in FIG. 6 represents a possible scenario for materials

and process selection.  An explanation of the reasoning process and the determination of15

score and rank is available for every scenario by clicking on the particular scenario in the

table.  There are four recommended scenarios in this example, as indicated for rows 1 – 4. 

The scenarios of all other rows have failed a major requirement and are indicated as such by

a darker color.

There has thus been shown a method for the concurrent selection of materials and a20
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joining process based upon product requirements using a knowledge-based, constraint

satisfaction approach which offers various advantages over current product manufacturing

techniques.  For a materials scientist to research all material categories (metals, ceramics,

polymers, composites, and natural) for applicable materials based on functional

requirements of a part is very time consuming using current techniques.  In addition,5

performing a thermal expansion and stress analysis potentially increases the time of analysis

by an order of magnitude. 

The simultaneous materials and joining process selection method of the present

invention allows for a much better solution than the conventional sequential approach of

performing either of these analyses in isolation.  A “good” material and a “good” process is10

much better than an “excellent” material and a “poor” process or “no” process and a trip back

to the drawing board.  Also, considering the entire materials kingdom allows for novel

material usage, encouraging the designer to look beyond a narrow set of familiar options. 

In addition, the thorough and repeatable process of simultaneous material and

process selection is much easier for a computer to perform than a human.  Database lookup15

is much faster and thorough than using a set of materials handbooks taken from a shelf. 

Furthermore, the knowledge base used in the present invention can constantly be updated

and improved.  The simultaneous consideration of all materials and all joining processes in

accordance with the present invention allows for product performance optimization, design

innovation, cost reduction and schedule improvements, and a better response to the forces20
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of change.
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While particular embodiments of the present invention have been shown and

described, it will be obvious to those skilled in the relevant arts that changes and

modifications may be made without departing from the invention in its broader aspects. 

Therefore, the aim in the appended claims is to cover all such changes and modifications as

fall within the true spirit and scope of the invention.  The matter set forth in the foregoing5

description and accompanying drawings is offered by way of illustration only and not as a

limitation.  The actual scope of the invention is intended to be defined in the following claims

when viewed in their proper perspective based on the prior art.
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CONCURRENT MATERIALS AND PROCESS SELECTION
IN CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

WE CLAIM:

1. For use in the manufacture of a product formed of first and second parts

joined together, a method for the concurrent selection of the composition of and the

process for joining said first and second parts comprising the steps of:

compiling and storing a materials database including first characteristics

of various materials in a memory;5

compiling and storing a joining knowledge-base including second

characteristics of various materials joining operations in said memory;

designating first and second requirements of the composition of the first

and second parts, respectively;

designating third requirements of the process for joining said first and10

second parts;

comparing said first and second requirements with the first characteristics
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of various materials in said materials database and comparing said third requirements

with the second characteristics of various materials joining operations in said joining

knowledge- base;15

determining first and second materials respectively having compositions

satisfying said first and second requirements and a process for joining said first and

second materials satisfying said third requirements; and 

indicating said first and second materials for use in the first and second

parts, respectively, and said process for joining said first and second parts.  20

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of indicating an order of

preference of plural first and second materials in accordance with said first and second

requirements for use in said first and second parts, respectively.

3. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of indicating an order of

preference of plural processes for joining said first and second materials of said first

and second parts in accordance with said third requirements.

4. The method of claim 2 or claim 3 wherein said order of preference

includes a numerical score and an explanation of a determination of said order of

preference.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein said materials joining operations include

welding, brazing, soldering, adhesive bonding, glaze bonding, diffusion bonding and

mechanical fastening.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein the first characteristics of various
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materials compiled and stored in said memory include general, thermal, electrical and

mechanical characteristics. 
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7. The method of claim 6 wherein said general characteristics of various

materials compiled and stored in said memory include price, atomic volume, density,

energy content and recycle fraction. 

8. The method of claim 6 wherein said mechanical characteristics include

bulk modulus, compressive strength, ductility, elastic limit, endurance limit, fracture

toughness, hardness, loss coefficient, modulus of rupture, Poisson's Ratio, shape

factor, shear modulus and tensile strength.      

9. The method of claim 6 wherein said electrical characteristics include

breakdown potential, dielectric constant, resistivity and power factor.   

10. The method of claim 1 wherein said thermal characteristics include glass

temperature, latent heat of fusion, maximum service temperature, melting point,

minimum service temperature, specific heat, thermal conductivity and thermal

expansion.     

11. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of designating said third

requirements of the process for joining said first and second parts includes specifying a

purpose, service loading, service environment, service temperature, expected lifetime,

and a differential range between thermal expansion coefficient and thermal expansion

coefficient times bulk modulus of the joined together first and second parts.5
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12. The method of claim 11 wherein the step of specifying the purpose of the

joined together first and second parts includes specifying a structural, hermetic,

mechanical attachment or electrical attachment for joining said first and second parts.

13. The method of claim 11 wherein the step of specifying service loading

includes a specifying static, shock, fatigue or radiation loading of the joined first and

second parts.

14. The method of claim 11 wherein the step of specifying the service

environment includes specifying a vacuum, inert gas, protected ambient, unprotected

ambient, or corrosive/embrittling environment for the joined first and second parts.

15. The method of claim 11 wherein the step of specifying the service

temperature includes specifying a subambient, ambient or elevated temperature for the

joined first and second parts.

16. The method of claim 11 wherein the step of specifying lifetime includes

specifying a permanent or reworkable lifetime for the joined first and second parts.

17.      The method of claim 1 wherein the step of indicating said first and second

materials for use in the first and second parts, respectively, and said process for joining

said first and second parts includes presenting said first and second materials and said

process on a video display.   

18.      For use in the manufacture of a product formed of first and second parts

joined together, a method for the concurrent selection of the composition of and the
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process for joining said first and second parts comprising the steps of: 

compiling and storing a materials database including first characteristics

of various materials in a memory, wherein said first characteristics include general,5

thermal, electrical and mechanical characteristics;

compiling and storing a joining knowledge-base including second 

characteristics of various materials joining operations in said memory;

designating first and second requirements of the composition of the first

and second parts, respectively;10

designating third requirements of the process for joining said first and

second parts, wherein said third requirements include a purpose, service loading,

service environment, service temperature and expected lifetime of the joined together

first and second parts;

comparing said first and second requirements with the first characteristics15

of various materials in said materials database and comparing said third requirements

with the second characteristics of various materials joining operations in said joining

knowledge-base;

determining first and second materials respectively having compositions

satisfying said first and second requirements and a process for joining said first and20

second materials satisfying said third requirements; and 

presenting on a video display said first and second materials for use in
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the first and second parts, respectively, and said process for joining said first and

second parts, wherein said first and second materials are presented on said video

display in an order of preference of plural first and second materials in accordance with

said first and second requirements, respectively, and said process is presented on said

video display in an order of preference with plural other processes for joining said first

and second materials in accordance with said third requirements.    
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A method for concurrent selection of materials and a joining process based on

product requirements using a knowledge-based, constraint satisfaction approach

facilitates the product design and manufacturing process.  Using a Windows-based

computer video display and a data base of materials and their properties, the designer5

can ascertain the preferred composition of two parts based on various

operating/environmental constraints such as load, temperature, lifetime, etc.  Optimum

joinder of the two parts may simultaneously be determined using a joining process data

base based upon the selected composition of the components as well as the

operating/environmental constraints. 10


